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Dear Ministers and participants,

Thank you for the opportunity to address this conference as a part of our
common EU Trio-Presidency with France, Czech Republic and Sweden.

A special thanks to my colleague Roxana for inviting me to speak.

This conference is held in Strasbourg – the centre of respect for human rights
and rule of law in Europe.

I think this is of great importance.

Because even though the topic of this conference is quite another, I first
wish to address the current situation in Europe.

Participants, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is unprovoked, illegal, and
unjustifiable.

The Russian political leadership bears full responsibility for this.

The military aggression from Russia threatens international peace and
security and is a flagrant violation of international law.

It is a serious breach of the European security order.
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The Swedish Government supports European and International sport
organisations boycott of sporting exchange with Russia.

***

However, we also need to discuss other issues simultaneously and the topic
for today’s discussion is very important.

We all know the power of sport for societal change.

To inspire and to unite people.

Now, we - Governments, sports organisations, and their communities - need
to find ways to use this power to limit our environmental impact.

We need to be a part of the solution for a sustainable future.

The Agenda 2030 requires changed at both individual and societal level.

The Sustainable Development Goals – both the economic, social and
environmental – must be achieved for all people, in all parts of society.

To reach the goals, we need to establish stronger cooperation’s and
partnerships.

And sport has the great power to bring these together.

People, networks and organisations that are committed to sport and
sustainable development.

I would like to give two concrete examples from my country on how this can
be translated into something concrete.

First, the Swedish Sports Confederation and its members has created a
checklist for sustainable sport events.

This list consists of 40 aspects of sustainability with a number of inspirational
action points.

The points include everything from choosing environmentally friendly team
clothing to transports and waste management.

This initiative is an attempt to collect and share the knowledge on
sustainability that already exist among sports federations and associations in



Sweden.

The idea is simple - to inspire each other to do the right thing.

I am happy to see that this checklist has been created in close cooperation
between the Swedish Sports Confederations partner organisations in Latvia,
Lithuania, and Estonia. 

Another inspiring example is a project funded by Sweden’s innovation
agency.

The aim of the project is to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide for travel
linked to organized sports.

This is to be done through mapping of current travel behaviours.

The data collected is then being analysed and form the basis for an action
plan for every participating organisation to implement.

These are examples on how sport can be a progressive force for
sustainability:

to combat climate change,
to strengthen cross border and generational solidarity,
to include the sport movement as a part of the transition.

I’m grateful for the work done by so many for a green and sustainable deal
for sport.

I’m also hopeful that today’s conference will strengthen our joint efforts to
fulfil our common goals.

Because I'm convinced, when we meet great challenges, we all need to work
together.
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Dear Ministers and participants,

It is a pleasure to address this important conference as a start of our common
EU Trio-Presidency with France, Czech Republic and Sweden.

I will give a brief overview of the situation in my country, and I hope the
exchange of experiences during the conference will enrich all of us to find
new ways forward to strengthening the opportunities of children and youth
to be bee active in sport and physical activities – irrespective of gender,
socio-economic background, ethnicity, or sexual orientation.

When children and youth get the support they need early in life, their
opportunities for the future will increase. Sport can be an important function
to achieve this goal.

Participation in sport clubs in Sweden often leads to that children from
different parts of a city come together irrespective of socio-economic or
ethnic background. Sport thus can contribute actively to social cohesion and
contacts are established that would be difficult otherwise.

In parts of Sweden socio-economic segregation has become a growing
problem.
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There are significant differences in living conditions and conditions for
upbringing, for opportunities and prospects in different areas within the same
city. Children and youth in areas with socio-economic challenges are
particularly vulnerable.

The pandemic is having a disproportionate negative effect on children and
youth in these neighbourhoods. We have noticed that sport participation in
activities for children and youth have decreased with 20 per cent all over the
country and we know that it will be a challenge to get back to the same level
as before.

Combatting segregation is therefore one of the Government's top priorities
and we know that the sport movement and voluntary leaders is important to
reach new groups of young people. Equally important is to recruit and
include new leaders to the sport movement. Looking at the statistics over the
amount of men and women leaders in sports, I can conclude that we still
have a long way to go reaching the goal of gender equality.  

Bearing this in mind, my government has recently increased the budget for
sport organisations to enable them to reach out and increase the sport
participation and broaden the leadership and gender equality within the
movement when the pandemic hopefully soon will be over.

Thank you for your attention!
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